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Height-Adjustable Interactive

LCD Wall Mount Bracket Installation Guide

To ensure the mobile stand can be installed correctly, please read this
installation guild carefully and keep it properly for future reference.
You can also authorize some professional installation company to
install this mobile stand for you. This mobile stand can be used in house,
office etc.

I. Security Warning

1. Read and understand the whole instruction and operate exactly as the
guild instructs.
2. Please ask professionals to install it and there should be 2 people
assembling and adjusting it at least.
3. Make sure this product be used on flat floor and won’t be hit hard. If it’s
damaged, please stop using it or you need to take responsibility for related
consequence.
4. We will not be responsible for damage and lost causing by incorrect
installation and operations.

II．List Of Parts

NO. Name QTY Exterior Note

1 Main bracket 1

2 TV hooks 2

3 M10×90 expansion
bolt

8

4 M8×16 hex nut 4 For Installs TV

5 φ8 washer 4 For Installs TV
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Ⅲ. Installation Sequence and Component Structure

Drawing
1. Determine the installation position of the support, such as

installation on the wall, to ensure that the wall has sufficient strength.
Drill the hole after drawing the drilling hole position at + in the figure,
and the electric drill bit is Φ 14. The drilling depth is slightly deeper
than the length of the expansion pipe. After drilling, knock in the
expansion bolt. Fix the bracket on the wall and ensure that the bolts
are tightened.

2. Install the two hooks on the mounting hole on the back of the TV, and
then hang them on the wall hanging plate.

IV.adjustment method
Use the remote control to control the lifting of the bracket

V．Product parameters

Overall dimension (l × W× H) 1080×1130×180mm
Package size(l × W× H) 1100×1170×170mm
Net weight 30KG
Applicable LCD size Below 86 inches

支架下降

支架上升TV Hang Broad
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